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Ca3Ru2O7 is a correlated and spin-orbit-coupled system with an extraordinary anisotropy. 

It is both interesting and unique largely because this material exhibits conflicting phenomena that 

are often utterly inconsistent with traditional precedents, particularly, the quantum oscillations in 

the nonmetallic state and colossal magnetoresistivity achieved by avoiding a fully spin-polarized 

state. This work focuses on the relationship between the lattice and transport properties along each 

crystalline axis and reveals that application of magnetic field, H, along different crystalline axes 

readily stretches or shrinks the lattice in a uniaxial manner, resulting in distinct electronic states. 

Furthermore, application of modest pressure drastically amplifies the anisotropic magnetoelastic 

effect, leading to either an occurrence of a robust metallic state at H || hard axis or a reentrance of 

the nonmetallic state at H || easy axis. Ca3Ru2O7 presents a rare lattice-dependent magnetotransport 

mechanism, in which the extraordinary lattice flexibility enables an exquisite control of the 

electronic state via magnetically stretching or shrinking the crystalline axes, and the spin 

polarization plays an unconventional role unfavorable for maximizing conductivity. At the heart 

of the intriguing physics is the anisotropic magnetostriction that leads to exotic states.   

*gang.cao@colorado.edu 
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Introduction. Ruthenates host extended 4d-electron orbitals and comparable energy scales among 

on-site Coulomb interactions (0.5-3 eV), crystal fields, Hund’s rule energies, p-d orbital 

hybridization, and spin-lattice (magnetoelastic) coupling. Spin-orbit interactions (~ 0.16 eV) are 

weaker than the above but consequential [1]. A combined effect of all these factors renders an 

extraordinary susceptibility of the ground state to lattice distortions that hallmarks this class of 

materials. The contrasting ground states of sister compounds Ca2RuO4 and Sr2RuO4 is a testament 

to the decisive role the lattice plays, in which the rotations/tilts of RuO6 octahedra and the lack 

thereof result in an antiferromagnetic (AFM) insulating state [2] and superconducting state [3], 

respectively. Indeed, external stimuli that couple to the lattice, such as magnetic field, pressure 

and electrical current, can readily generate strong and often disproportional responses in structural 

and physical properties [1].      

Ca3Ru2O7 [4] is an archetype of this class of materials. It exhibits signatures of most 

ordered states (except superconductivity) known in condensed matter physics [1, 5-12].  However, 

what makes it both unique and intriguing are its coexisting contradictory phenomena that are often 

starkly inconsistent with traditional arguments, and most strikingly, the strong quantum 

oscillations in the nonmetallic state and colossal magnetoresistance achieved by avoiding a fully 

polarized-spin state [9-11, 13] (Fig.1a [1]).   

Ca3Ru2O7 undergoes an AFM transition at TN = 56 K while remaining metallic, and then 

an abrupt Mott-like transition at TMI = 48 K to a nonmetallic state [4]. The Ru4+ (4d4) ions host a 

low spin S = 1 state because of a large splitting between the t2g and eg orbitals (> 2 eV) and the 

relatively modest Hund’s rule energy (0.5-0.6 eV). It features a first-order metamagnetic transition, 

Hc, at 6 T, when the magnetic field, H, is applied along the b axis, the easy axis; at H > Hc, the 

magnetization along the b axis, Mb, gets nearly fully polarized, reaching 1.80 μB/Ru or 90% of the 
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anticipated saturation moment (2 μB/Ru) for an S = 1 state (Fig.1a) [4, 10; note that the a and the 

b axis are reversed from those in the Refs.]. A strong anisotropy field of 22.4 T due to the spin-

orbit interactions [8, 14] renders a weakly polarized magnetization along the a or c axis, Ma or Mc, 

(Fig.1a). What is remarkably unusual is the corresponding magnetotransport with H applied along 

the a, b and c axis, respectively. For H||b axis or the easy axis, the spin polarization expectedly 

reduces spin scattering, thus the c-axis resistivity, ρc(H||b), by one order of magnitude [10]; but, as 

H further rises, ρc(H||b) linearly increases instead by more than 30% (Fig.1a). In contrast, for H||a 

axis, the hard axis, ρc(H||a) is reduced by three orders of magnitude (Fig.1a) [10]; moreover, for 

H||c axis, strong quantum oscillations occur, with ρc(H||c) 10-fold smaller than ρc(H||b) at 45 T 

(Fig.1a) [9, 11]. In short, the strong spin polarization, a hallmark of this ruthenate, leads to the 

least reduction of resistivity, and the colossal magnetoresistance and quantum oscillations are 

attained only when such a spin-polarized state is avoided. Conventionally, the spin polarization 

plays an essential role because it optimizes electron hopping by minimizing spin scattering [e.g.,15, 

16].  The contradictory behavior in Fig.1a (which is also true for the a-axis resistivity a [10]) 

points to a hidden and yet particularly decisive component, the lattice. The application of relatively 

low magnetic field enables the switching between the distinct electronic states, which is another 

silent feature contrasting with that of spin-mediated transitions often facilitated by higher fields 

(e.g., 100 T or higher) owing to the gap between spin states [e.g., 17-20] (recall 10 T ~ 1 meV).  

Such unusual transport has thus far escaped adequate attention and remained largely 

uninvestigated despite more than two decades of extensive studies of Ca3Ru2O7 since its discovery 

[4]. It is encouraging that recent efforts have gained more insights into the ruthenate [12, 21].  

The hiatus in the understanding of this complex material has motivated this work that 

investigates the relationship between the lattice and transport properties of single-crystal 
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Ca3Ru2O7 via magnetostriction and resistivity as functions of magnetic field and pressure. Because 

of the highly anisotropic nature of this material, these measurements are methodically carried out 

along the a and b axis, respectively, so that a direct correlation between the lattice and transport 

properties along each crystalline axis can be established. Indeed, as this work reveals, application 

of magnetic field along the a or b axis readily stretches or shrinks the lattice in a uniaxial manner, 

resulting in distinct electronic states. In addition, this work also finds that application of modest 

hydrostatic pressure not only considerably broadens the t2g bandwidth but also drastically amplifies 

the anisotropic magnetoelastic effects, which in turn leads to either an occurrence of a robust 

metallic state when H||a axis (hard axis) or a reentrance of the nonmetallic state when H||b axis 

(easy axis). All this outlines a picture of lattice-dependent magnetotransport in which the unusual 

lattice flexibility enables a control of the electronic state via magnetically stretching or shrinking 

the a or b axis, and the spin polarization plays an unconventional role unfavorable for maximizing 

conductivity. Note that the coupling between magnetostriction and transport/magnetic properties 

has been reported in materials such as cobaltites and manganites [e.g.,15-20], in which 

magnetostrictive effects are isotropic, and the spin polarization always remains an essential, 

favorable element that facilitates either electron hopping [15] or transitions between different spin 

states [19]. This is not the case in Ca3Ru2O7. The unusually anisotropic magnetostriction is at the 

heart of the intriguing physics of Ca3Ru2O7, hinting an analogy to multiferroics.   

Results and discussion. The single crystals were grown using a flux method [5, 22]. The 

dilatometer is made with four identical strain gauges forming a Wheatstone bridge to cancel any 

unwanted changes. Copper with a known thermal expansion coefficient [23] was measured to 

ensure accuracy.  See Ref. 24 for more experimental details.  
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Ca3Ru2O7 adopts an orthorhombic structure with space group Bb21m (No.36) and lattice 

parameters a = 5.3720(6) Å, b = 5.5305(6) Å, and c = 19.572(2) Å at room temperature [25].  Note 

that the a axis is significantly shorter than the b axis, and their difference defines the 

orthorhombicity, |a-b|/[1/2(a+b)] ~ 3% at ambient conditions. The structure distortions are closely 

associated with tilts of the RuO6 octahedra [25]. The tilt projects primarily onto the ac plane 

(153.22◦, compared to 180o) and only slightly affects the bc plane (172.0◦) [25].  These bond angles 

determine the overlap matrix elements between the t2g orbitals, thus directly impact the band 

structure [5].  Indeed, density functional calculations indicate a complex coupling of the dxy sheet 

with the dxz and dyz bands owing to the tilts of RuO6 octahedra, which causes the large electronic 

anisotropy [8]. Moreover, the c axis rapidly contracts by 0.1% below TMI over an interval of 40 K 

- 48 K (Fig.1b [11]), supplementing a spin reorientation and orbital redistribution [10, 26, 27]. 

Below 40 K, the c-axis contraction completes, leading to compressed RuO6 octahedra [27]. The x-

ray diffraction data show a weak but discernable anomaly in the a axis near TN but not near TMI 

(Fig.1b). Using a sensitive dilatometer, this work uncovers an abrupt, negative thermal expansion 

along both the a and b axis occurring at TMI (Fig.1c); the corresponding thermal expansion 

coefficient  is - 430 ppm/K and - 250 ppm/K for the a and b axis, respectively. The nonmetallic 

state is a consequence of these lattice changes that dictate the splitting of dxy, dzx and dyz orbitals. 

Previous studies indicate an orbital order with a charge gap of ~ 0.1 eV [27, 28, 29] or a weak 

orbital polarization in the nonmetallic state [30] or polar domains [12]. Nevertheless, the overlap 

matrix elements between the t2g orbitals, thus orbital order and disorder, hinge on the orthorhombic 

distortions stabilized by the tilts/rotations of RuO6 octahedra.  

Now let us turn to the magnetostriction, L/L. L is the lattice parameter, either the a or b 

axisL is the field-induced change in the lattice parameter, defined as L = L(H) – L(0). L/L is 
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measured for both H||L and HL, respectively, whose contrasting behavior reveals an 

exceptionally anisotropic magnetostriction (Fig.2). Two temperature regions are assigned based 

on the response of the a and b axis to H.   

In Region I (T < 40 K), two pronounced anomalies are observed in both L/L (H||a axis) 

(Figs.2a-2d) and L/L (H||b axis) (Figs.2A-2D). A sharp peak at Hc = 6 T corresponds to the first-

order metamagnetic transition. As H further increases, another broader yet distinct anomaly, H*, 

emerges, marking an onset of a rapid decrease in the lattice parameters. Unlike Hc, H* is strongly 

T-dependent, decreasing with increasing T. An important trend is that when H||a axis or  b axis, 

the a axis stretches but the b axis shrinks for H < H* (Figs.2a-2d). In contrast, when H||b axis or 

 a axis, the b axis expands more significantly whereas the a axis shrinks for H<H* (Figs.2A-2D).  

The magnetostrictive effects are reversed in Region II (40 K < T < 48 K).  Both the a and 

b axis shrink instead when H||a and b axis, respectively. For L/L (H||a axis) (Fig.2e-2f), the a 

axis decreases faster than the b axis, whereas for L/L (H||b axis) (Fig.2E-2F), the b axis decreases 

faster than the a axis. Both a and b axis show an anomaly at H*.  The distinct behavior of L/L 

suggests a lattice environment different from that below 40 K because the c axis undergoes a rapid 

change in Region II (Fig.1b), which accompanies the concurrent spin reorientation and orbital 

redistribution [5, 10, 26, 27, 29].     

The data in Fig.2 also invoke the dependence of the magnetostriction on the magnetization 

and magnetic easy axis: L/L = (L/L)s(3cos2-1)/2, where (L/L)s is the saturation 

magnetostriction, and  the angle between the magnetization and the easy axis [15]. The 

contrasting L/L confirms a different easy axis in Region I and II. In Figs.2x-2y, these 

magnetostrictive effects are schematically illustrated but greatly exaggerated for clarity.  
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 The magnetotransport exactingly follows the magnetostriction in an anisotropic manner 

(Fig.3).  The magnetoresistivity c(H||a) closely tracks a/a (H||a axis) and drops precipitously at 

H* (e.g., Fig.3b), whereas c(H||b) shows no such changes at H* (e.g., Fig.3b) but an expected 

drop at Hc (Figs.3b, 3d and 3e). With varying details, the data in Fig.3 suggest two distinct, 

coexisting correlations: (1) When H || a axis, c(H||a) strictly traces H* but shows no response to 

Hc, revealing a strong interlock between c(H||a) and the lattice, and (2) when H || b axis, c(H||b) 

sharply responds to Hc but not at all to H*, confirming a close link between c(H||b) and the spins. 

Note that this behavior is also true for a.  

 Indeed, the T-dependence of H* for H || a and Hc for H || b is vastly different below 40 K 

(Fig.4a). H* decreases quickly with T whereas Hc remains essentially unchanged below 40 K. This 

distinction underscores a dissociation between H* and Hc as the former is related to the lattice and 

the latter the spins. They are activated by different field orientations, thus enabling the vastly 

different magnetotransport behaviors.  (Note that the T-dependence of Hc is consistent with that 

reported in previous studies [4,10,26,27] where detailed spin configurations are discussed.) 

 Considering the anisotropic magnetoelastic coupling, our investigation extends to include 

application of pressure, P, so that the transport behavior can be probed as functions of both P and 

H.  The application of modest P rapidly suppresses TMI to 25.6 K at 20 kbar from 48 K at ambient 

pressure at a rate of TMI/P = -1.12 K/kbar, a result of the t2g band broadening owing to the 

compressed unit cell (Fig.4b).  Remarkably, TN changes at a much slower rate of TN/P = - 0.37 

K/kbar, shifting merely to 48.6 K at 20 kbar from 56 K at ambient pressure (Inset in Fig.4b). The 

unparallel response of TMI and TN to P further underlines the unconventional correlation between 

the transport and magnetic properties, in line with the fact that TMI and TN do not take place 

simultaneously (also recall TMI = 357 K and TN = 110 K in Ca2RuO4 [2, 31]).    
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    While kept at P = 20 kbar, a (T) is measured at H||a and b axis, respectively. At H||a 

axis, both a and TMI quickly decrease, and a metallic state emerges at 14 T, in which a is 

remarkably linear with T below 60 K, a sign of a non-Fermi liquid (Fig.4c). Conversely, at H||b 

axis, both a and TMI rapidly rise, compared to those at H = 0. These opposing changes in a and 

TMI confirm the anisotropic magnetostriction – H||a axis complements the band broadening by 

effectively reducing the orthorhombicity or tilts of RuO6 octahedra, resulting in a metallic state, 

whereas H||b axis enhances the orthorhombicity, completely cancelling the effect of the pressure-

induced band broadening, leading to a full recovery of the nonmetallic state (Figs 4b-4c).  

 This is also evidenced in a (H) taken at 1.8 K and 20 kbar (Fig.4d).  Application of P 

further amplifies the lattice effect of H* but reverses the spin influence of Hc on a (H).  For H||a 

axis, H* is approximately 17 T at ambient pressure (Fig.1a) and is now reduced to 7 T at P = 20 

kbar, at which a(H||a) decreases by 87%. On the other hand, for H||b axis, a(H||b) increases 

rapidly at Hc by 48% at P = 20 kbar, starkly contrasting with the 10-fold drop at Hc at ambient 

pressure (Fig.1a). This suggests that the spin configuration is significantly altered by P although 

the onset of Hc remains essentially unshifted. The data in Fig.4d further illustrate two pairs of the 

distinct couplings: (H||a) is coupled with H* and (H||b) with Hc.      

Conclusion. A phase diagram as functions of both P and H is illustrated in Fig.5. At H = 0, 

application of P readily suppresses TMI because of the band broadening. At P = 20 kbar, the added 

application of H leads to the non-Fermi liquid state when H||a axis, which stretches the a axis, 

weakening the orthorhombicity, but to a reentrance of the nonmetallic state when H||b axis, which 

stretches the b axis, strengthening the orthorhombicity -- The anisotropic magnetostriction enables 

a controlled switching between the two opposing states.   
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The strongly anisotropic magnetoelastic coupling uncovered in this work is activated by 

different field orientations, and enables two pairs of distinctive couplings, i.e., (H||a) with the 

lattice and (H||b) with the spins, thus the contrasting behavior of (H||a) and (H||b).  These 

phenomena, which sharply contrast conventional magnetostriction due to elastic energy, evoke the 

reported polar domain structures in Ca3Ru2O7, in which a strong coupling between the polar 

moment and strain [12] could lead to the strong anisotropy of the magnetoelastic effect, mimicking 

a multi-order correlation in multiferroics, which merits more investigations.  Nonetheless, this 

work offers much-needed insights into the intriguing physics of Ca3Ru2O7 and, perhaps, a 

paradigm for an exquisite control of the electrical transport via anisotropy of flexible lattices in 

spin-orbit-coupled materials hosting a delicate interplay of essential interactions.    
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Captions 

Fig.1. (a) The magnetic field dependence of magnetization for the a, b and c axis, Ma, Mb and Mc 

(solid lines, left scale) and the c-axis electrical resistivity ca, c(H||b) and c(H||c) (dashed 

lines, right scale) [1]. Note that the a-axis resistivity a shows the same behavior as c does [10].  

(b) The temperature dependence of the a, b and c axis [11] and (c) the thermal expansion 

coefficient  (blue and red lines, left scale) and the a-axis resistivity a (black line, right scale). 

Insets: Single-crystal Ca3Ru2O7 and distorted basal plane of the unit cell. Note that the shaded 

region in (b) highlights a rapidly changing c axis in the interval 40 K- 48 K.  

 

Fig.2. The magnetic field dependence of magnetostriction L/L (a)-(f) for L/L(H||a axis) and 

(A)-(F) for L/L (H||b axis) at six representative temperatures; (x)-(y) Schematic illustrations of 

the magnetostrictive effects on the lattice. Note that H* is marked by the black solid circles, and 

Hc by the light gray dashed line.    

 

 Fig.3.  (a)-(e) The magnetic field dependence of c(H)/c(0) (solid lines, left scale) for H||a (thick 

blue lines) and H||b (thin red line) and L/L(H||L) (dashed lines, right scale) for comparison.  Note 

that the black dashed line is the guide to the eye joining H*, and c(H)/c(0) for H||b is not 

displayed in (a) and (c) because it remains essentially the same as that in (b).    

 

Fig.4.  (a) The temperature dependence of H* for H || a axis and Hc for H || b axis (Note the two 

data points in green squares are estimated based on the resistivity [10]).  The temperature 

dependence of the a-axis resistivity a (b) at H = 0 and P = 1 bar, 5 kbar, 10 kbar, 15 kbar and 20 

kbar, and (c) at P = 20 kbar and oH = 0 (black line), 7 T (thin lines) and 14 T (thick lines) for H||a 
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axis (blue lines) and H||b axis (red lines). Inset:  a at H = 0 and P = 20 kbar. (d) The magnetic 

field dependence of a(H)/a(0) at P=20 kbar for H||a axis (blue line) and H||b axis (red line).  

 

Fig.5.  A phase diagram for TMI (thick lines) and TN (dashed thin lines) as functions of pressure 

and magnetic field for H||a axis (blue lines) and H||b axis (red lines) at P = 20 kbar. The schematic 

illustrations of the magnetostrictive effects on the orthorhombicity due to P and H. Note that PM 

stands for paramagnetic, M for metal and NM for nonmetal.  
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Figure 1         BHR1388    13SEP21
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Figure 3         BHR1388    13SEP21
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Figure 4         BHR1388    13SEP21
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